Sputnik: a database platform for comparative plant genomics
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ABSTRACT

Two million plant ESTs, from 20 different plant species, and totalling more than one 1000 Mbp of DNA sequence, represents a formidable transcriptomic resource. Sputnik uses the potential of this sequence resource to fill some of the information gap in the un-sequenced plant genomes and to serve as the foundation for in silicio comparative plant genomics. The complexity of the individual EST collections has been reduced using optimised EST clustering techniques. Annotation of cluster sequences is performed by exploiting and transferring information from the comprehensive knowledgebase already produced for the completed model plant genome (Arabidopsis thaliana) and by performing additional state-of-the-art sequence analyses relevant to today’s plant biologist. Functional predictions, comparative analyses and associative annotations for 500 000 plant EST derived peptides make Sputnik (http://mips.gsf.de/proj/sputnik/) a valid platform for contemporary plant genomics.

INTRODUCTION

The publication of the Arabidopsis thaliana genome (1) and the draft sequences for two rice genomes (2,3) has provided a reference platform for plant genomics. The in-depth analysis of the known and predicted coding sequences from these plants has provided an invaluable resource on the gene-content for model plants and has allowed basic functional resolution of the plant genome. The currently available plant genomes cover the basic gene repertoire needed for dicotyledonous (4) and monocotyledonous (5) plants. There is, however, a gene information deficit for the other plants that form model systems for e.g. root development in sugar beet, nitrogen-fixing root nodule formation in Lotus japonicus (6) or perhaps fruit development in avocado (7). There is also such an information deficit for researchers working on rapidly evolving and highly specific genes in other plant species. This information deficit is unlikely to be resolved by high throughput genome sequencing in the near-future. Genomic sequencing strategies are currently being undertaken in maize (http://mips.gsf.de/proj/maize/), Brassica oleracea (0.5–1 x genome-sequencing coverage planned http://www.tigr.org/tdb/e2k1/bog1/) and Medicago truncatula (1 x coverage in first phase http://www.genome.ou.edu/medicago.html) and various other projects are in the planning phases.

The remaining plant genomes remain inaccessible for the immediate future through either the technical issues associated with complete sequencing of the large and complex plant genomes or through the prohibitive costs associated with the sequencing and annotation of a complete genome (8).

Expressed-sequence tags (ESTs) (9) are typically short-length, low quality, contaminant enriched DNA sequences that have been produced by the sequencing of cDNA clones. EST sequences directly represent the transcriptome and avoid the typical genomic sequencing issues of highly-repetitive sequences. The preparation of the cDNA library in terms of tissues, stresses and developmental stages; and the subsequent normalisation of the library affects the overall sequence composition of EST collections. The expected information content is typically a largely redundant, highly heterogeneous, partially-overlapping collection of imperfect sequence reads—ideal starting material for bioinformatic analyses.

The computational processing of EST sequences has inherent problems with the data redundancy and quality. The redundancy within an EST collection, however, lends itself to computational methods for the clustering of the sequences to reduce the complexity of the dataset while concomitantly improving the overall quality of the data. A large EST collection when clustered to a stringent unigene collection has the potential to represent a significant proportion of the gene-coding portion of the genome (60.1% of A. thaliana genes contain a cognate EST-cluster match) (unpublished data).

While other research groups, most notably the TIGR Gene Indices (10) and the NCBI Unigenes (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniGene/) have comprehensive collections of EST derived unigenes, our goal rather than to duplicate their efforts
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is to build, comprehensively annotate and maintain an up-to-date plant-specific EST derived sequence collection. We aim to exploit the available plant genomic data to perform heterologous associative annotation, and additionally to perform de novo sequence annotations using a variety of methods suited for the needs of the contemporary plant biologist and to support the gene modelling needs of the forthcoming plant genome projects.

**ESTs AND ‘RECONSTRUCTOMICS’**

Sputnik has been developed as a platform for ‘Reconstructomics’. The phrase reconstructomics has been coined to describe the application of genome-scale analyses and the transfer of annotation from complete plant genomes to partial genomes reconstructed from the available EST sequences. The extensive *A. thaliana* analysis database at MIPS (11) and the forthcoming rice genome database (Karlowski et al., this issue) lend themselves as a solid reference for the comparative annotation of sequences from the more ‘exotic’ EST derived plant genomes.

EST clustering and assembly is performed using the HarvESTer software (Biomax Informatics) on large public plant EST collections using parameters that encourage the clustering of paralagous sequences into different clusters. Protein sequences are predicted for all sequence assemblies on the basis of pre-calculated species-specific coding potentials. The EST, cluster and peptide sequences are collated in a relational database and are annotated in an automated manner using a suite of state-of-the-art bioinformatics resources.

The current challenge is to keep abreast with the rapidly growing public plant EST collections, to integrate, cluster and annotate the accrued sequence data, and to provide useful and biologist intuitive tools for the exploration and evaluation of the data. As a consequence of the enormous amounts of publicly released EST data and the needs of biologists within various projects, Sputnik is rapid evolving.

**IMPLEMENTATION AND DATABASE STRUCTURE**

Sputnik has been implemented as an EST, cluster and peptide management, annotation and data display pipeline. The application has been programmed as a collection of Python scripts that interact with a PostgreSQL relational database system. Sequences are typically imported from the EMBL format EST data available at the EBI (ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk). All native biological annotations from the sequence files are retained. These annotations contain such valuable information as the tissue used in the original cDNA library production, plant cultivar/variety information, and developmental stage information. Additionally, clone library information and any keywords or additional library descriptions are archived for subsequent searches. This infrastructure is additionally used on proprietary EST collections where available annotation on plant, cDNA library and tissue challenges are applied on an ad hoc basis.

Bioinformatic methods to be performed on sequences are defined within an XML file, thus allowing the simple inclusion of most bioinformatic methods that process sequence data, alignment data or the results from other bioinformatic methods. The analyses are processed in a heterogeneous distributed computational environment, and the raw results from the data are stored within the database structure and are related to the parent sequence accession. Post-processing is performed on the raw results from all analyses to allow for the fastest retrieval of all pertinent data and to simplify the interpretation and data display from the analyses.

Additional indexes are built upon the underlying raw sequence data to link multiple ESTs with a single unigene (either a cluster consensus or a singleton) and a single peptide prediction. This strict logical inheritance of sequence allows for the transfer of biological annotation (e.g. mRNA from a 3-week salt-stressed root cDNA library) and derived annotation from a single EST to a multi-member cluster to a peptide.

**DATABASE CONTENTS**

Currently, EST collections from all plant species with in excess of 10 000 public sequences have been integrated into Sputnik. Table 1 shows the plant EST collections available within Sputnik and basic statistics on the EST collections. The collection of species includes additional model species in terms of tuber development, fruit development, nodule association and other agronomically important plant species. In excess of 2 million ESTs have been analysed and resolved into ~550 000 sequence clusters and singletons. The clustered sequences form the core basis for the annotation.

The intrinsic sequence analyses performed within Sputnik reflect the needs of the modern plant molecular biologist and have been chosen within the context of collaborations within the GABI projects (http://www.gabi.de).

One of the key annotations to an EST derived sequence is the functional description. Sequences are functionally described by comparing the sequence against the MIPS catalogue of functionally described proteins (Funcat) (12). Sequences can be individually screened for candidate function on the basis of funcat reports. Whole sequence collections can be screened for sequences that have been assigned to a particular functional class using functional keywords and filtering the results by expectation values. Functional annotation is applied to both the cluster and peptide sequences, though in most cases the results are identical. In addition to functional annotation, structural annotation also lends itself to the elucidation of candidate roles for a particular peptide sequence. Structural annotation is performed using homology based approaches with both the SCOP domains database (13) and the PDB database of structurally resolved proteins (14). The results from these analyses allow for the selection of proteins that contain particular sequence folds or structures. All material is linked back to the source database. Domain annotation using the Interpro resource (15) again allows more extensible investigation of the domain content of a sequence. Interpro domains found are searchable by both keywords and Interpro descriptions. All Interpro domains are linked back to the additional information at the EBI.
The identification of molecular markers is a key component of many research projects. Polymorphic simple-sequence repeats (SSR) have been demonstrated to be present in both the gene-coding and the non gene-coding components of genomes (16,17). Cluster sequences have therefore been pre-screened for all putative perfect or imperfect SSRs up to the penta-nucleotide repeat size. Candidate SSRs can be selected as complete reports or as more specific repeats chosen on the basis of sequence composition, repeat size and overall ‘perfection’. SNPs are another fashionable sequence-marker that can be defined using bioinformatic algorithms (Rudd and Kota, manuscript in preparation). The cluster tiling path of multi-member clusters is screened for candidate SNP features, or residues at specific loci that differ from the consensus sequence. Correlation of the candidate SNPs with the EST sequence annotation on the plant variety/ecotype/subspecies can be used support or reject the hypothesis that this locus may represent a SNP, or may form only an allelic SNP. The putative SNPs identified are searchable on the basis of plant variety information and by SNP score produced by the underlying algorithm.

One of the appealing aspects of large EST collections produced from a variety of different tissues is the variety of information that can be gleaned by correlating the relative numbers of sequences within specific clusters to either particular tissues, groups of tissues or even to specific challenges. This ‘poor-mans’ in silico northern method has been implemented in Sputnik to allow investigation as to which sequences appear over-represented or under-represented within particular libraries and collections of libraries.

Comparative plant genomics is one of the underlying goals behind Sputnik. Sequence homology comparisons against the *Arabidopsis thaliana* gene-set and the *Arabidopsis* genome scaffold can be used to assess the number of sequences that are shared with *Arabidopsis*, that are missing relative to *Arabidopsis* or that are absent in *Arabidopsis*. Such relationships can be simply investigated using a simple interface. All *Arabidopsis* homologies are linked back to the primary data within MAtdb so that the context of the sequences within a complete genome can be further understood. The comparative analyses have additionally been expanded into rice (MOsDB) and into the other reconstructed genomes within Sputnik.

**QUERY INTERFACE**

A basic internet based query interface provides access to Sputnik (Fig. 1). The main Sputnik page (http://mips.gsf.de/proj/sputnik/) provides links to all available Sputnik genomes. Selecting a species will display an introduction to the organism and the EST collection and provides access to the search methods implemented for each of the EST, cluster and peptide sequence levels. Selecting specific sequences is achieved by selecting a search method and supplying the required search parameters. Sequences can be searched for in terms of sequence accession, sequence length, cluster size or by annotated features. Annotated features include the functional and structural classifications, the molecular markers assessed and comparative analyses with respect to other genomes, or tissues and libraries within a single genome.

The sequence browser displays the primary sequence (cluster, EST or peptide) and provides links to the other related sequences (co-clustering ESTs, clusters or derived peptides). Additional links are provided to the data from the analysis and annotation methods. This data is pre-processed to provide hyperlinks back to the primary databases and to other extrinsic data sources.
DATA AVAILABILITY

The data within Sputnik are accessible via the WWW (http://mips.gsf.de/proj/sputnik/). The data is available free of charge in an unrestricted fashion to all academic users. Please contact the Sputnik administrator if you require the implementation of additional analyses, the inclusion of additional public or proprietary data or require any specific data not yet available from the database.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Sputnik is currently organized in a very project centric fashion. Future developments have been planned to adapt Sputnik to make it more suited to large-scale comparative plant genomics. We aim to include additional EST collections, to remain largely up to date with the ever-expanding plant EST collections and to integrate new sequence analyses and annotation methods. Currently, one of main problems with
Sputnik is the vast amount of heterogeneous data available within the relational database structure that remains inaccessible to the casual web visitor. While the power of the relational databases is enormous, a simple to use interface to access all of the data in a simple manner is required. For this reason, we are in the process of indexing all Sputnik data within the BioRS application (Biomax informatics) that will allow extremely ambitious correlative analyses using multiple data sources within both single and multiple plant reconstructomes.
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